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• In previous works, demodulation of communications 
signals in radar backscatter coincident in time and 
frequency is a feasible.
• A more robust design is a half-duplex system which 
embeds downlink in radar transmission; uplink 
using spread spectrum (SS).
• Various modulation schemes can be utilized, 
including 8PSK and 16QAM 
• However, previous work assumed radar baseband 
signal to be rectangular pulse shape.
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Future Work
• Operational testing of FAR-2117 with actual 
communication “target.”
• Investigate further operational considerations to 
enhance system capabilities, such as resistance 
from interference and interception.
Figure 4. Power spectral density of actual Furuno rada pulse 
• Will continue to investigate viability of communication 
data detection specifically embedded within the Furuno
navigation radar transmission.
• Will explore alternate techniques, such as introducing 
subcarriers, altering number of symbols per carrier, and 
improving SNR in order to enhance error rates
• Will apply FURUNO FAR-2117 specifications and feature 
effects such as FURUNO Magnetron on radar pulse and 
operation.
Utilizing a Practical Waveform
Figure 3. SER performance of the communications receiver as 
parameterized by number (N) of radar pulses (or samples) used in 
estimating the radar phase and amplitude.  
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Promising Results: Ability to Detect Radar and Demodulate Communications
Figure 2. With coherent radar-data matched filter detection, an 
increase in PD was shown compared to radar-pulse-only 
matched filter detection.  RCR is radar-to-communications 
power ratio.
Figure 1. In the left panel, data link symbols embedded onto the 
radar backscatter from STA-2. STA-1 then demodulates the 
communications signal. On the right panel, the downlink of 
embedded symbols is implemented by the radar transmitter on 
STA-1 and uplink is established during the OFF time of the radar.
